
CTIAPTLIZ SIX: DECISION'MAKING AND POEITIC ,\ CON1'1,1(7

ANALYTICAL '11)PROA,11

Thc slat y now turns review th,i broad scale ol depth interview data collected over a

long period., It i s important to note along the way how this material is never l 'ar away from

observational da;a and. consequentl y, re il-ences will also be made to obser\rati . ons and docu-

ments during this analysis. The researche r 's personal interests necessarily gu i de the process.

Depth interviews of two key infOrmant5. have liwen brought fOrward sc_.)r detailed review and

discussion. while others ate left IO ore side for supplememiar■r comment. As has been

discussed earlier, informant selection is tt on-going process in any study (see above, p. 16), It

holds a central place in the political process ol social research. The rationale for the 1 nal

selection and culling of depth interview material will be made clear as this section of the

report unfolds. Interpretation is at the 'earl or social research. winch also means that theory

and data are constantly interacting in 1-ese passages of the report. It remains now fOr the

researcher to take care at all points 10 see that explicit signals are given when theor y turns

upon data. or vice-l'erso; also, to note where interpretations move iron level to level, or

across a range of points of focus.

Refore the analysis of materia for Chapter Six begins. however, it is important to

glance at rite lakout of this l'hesis Part .1 hree: I )ecisions and Decision Making. It has been set

out to reflect two separate processes at vork in the study. The brief history of . the project with

its accumulating effect upon the r(-Lseare ter .s outlook demands attention. Also, traced in detail

is the process of analytical closure urs-, 0 17 the growing theoretical tens ; ons found in the

developing data,. Both these process( s, progress through time and analytical closure. are

important lOr	 developmem of the at gument, as the report now goes on to explain..

The first process echoes wha has gi..me before in this report. The res,trcher's

intellectual progress in the stud y has so la y been mapped and set down as a hid to give clear
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guidance to the reader, This points out \\here matters began with research interests and

ques t ions , how they led along curtain theoretical and methodological paths, and where they

have come to rest Pow vdth the data collected. There can be no account of extended progress

in any study by a lone researcher without some autobiographical element included to show

ho\N perspectives may change over time.. In ethnographic inquir y generally, as re flectc...d above

in Chaptc..n .s Three, Four and Five. the researcher's developing relationship with people at the

Field work site is central to the larger picture coming forward in the report.

The second process is a new departure that enters at this stage. but it will closely

parallel the first, Anal ytical process requires clear links to substantive ideas being researched

It brings into play such logical ideas as are necessary for drawing distinc.:tions and making links

and inferences.. Analytical process connects logical ideas to developing substantive ideas,

where theoretical propositions begin to be seriously questioned.

A brief example, by wayof introduction, is warranted at this point. Figure Llev(..ri

(opposite) sets out several key remarks taken from the interview transcript fur Informant

They give his account of developing work for the department. We see how he strategically

places himself at the point of change, so that he may then remove himself b y appointing a ne‘A

staff member. Such successful outcomes may or may not take place. Ile needs to work

carefully, avoid offending others' sense of territory. set strategically and incrementally expand

the H)1) scale of operation. Certain unstated ideas may usefully be seen to lie behind his key

remarks (Jones. I985a: 19851)). Note that items are labelled to show their paragraph number

location in the interview transcript (A01. A02	 ). Also, the chart gives the status as a

heading remark (" X") or as its polar opposite (" Y"). against which the iniOrmant might he

reacting at the time.. Polar opposite " Y" constructs may derive from widely held assumptions

taken from the ethnographer's journal observations or, sometimes, as remarks given by

informants themselves (note IA57YI given in Figure Eleven opposite). They are important

because they give support as points against which informants were forming ideologies and

establishing points of legitimation. l'or example, the Ibllowing remark:

" I was involved in a peripheral eva y in setting up this course" (A.5,4X

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts. pp. 226 7
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FIGURE ELEVEN: INFORMANT A: LEGITIMATION:
FORMED AGAINST POLAR OPPOSITE CONSTRUCTS

9, . . . my experience

with programs for

mature age nurses"

[A55X]

• •	 •

DISREGARD THE

SPECIAL NEEDS OF

GROUPS AND SUB-

GROUPS [A55Y]

NOTES ON CONVENTIONS:

Quotation marks contain informant's remarks. Capitalised

text indicates POLAR OPPOSITE CONSTRUCT. Numbers in square

brackets indicate remark's location in interview transcript.

Solid lines and arrows trace informant's developing theory.

Dotted lines and arrows trace parallel logic in POLAR

OPPOSITES. "X": leading construct; "Y": its polar opposite.

"I'm putting in what

I call an 'agent of

the principal' to

keep it going" [A56X]

"I was involved in

a peripheral way

in setting up this

course" [A54X]

AVOID INVOLVEMENT

IN EXTRA ACTIVITIES

OUTSIDE TRADITIONAL

ROLES [A54Y]

"and the final area

that has just come

up is occupational

health and safety"

[A54X]

HOLD DOWN THE WORK 	

TO TRADITIONAL

ROLES [A54Y]

"I get certain programs

going: the summer school

in basic science for

nursing I ran this year

for five days" [A56X]

"I am asked to look

after the mature age

occupational health

students in a remedial

sense" [A54X]

• •	 •

WORK REMAINS BOUNDED

BY TRADITIONAL ROLES

AND EXPECTATIONS [A54Y]

1

"I am using myself

as a seeling person"

[A56X]

• •	 •

APPOINT SOMEONE ELSE

PERMANENTLY TO FORMALLY

BEGIN AND CARRY THROUGH

THE INNOVATION [A56Y]

"I am justifying the need

for the position. I'm

setting the course going,

writing the notes, and

doing all of that" [A56X]

"it's worked so far,

I haven't been caught

out on it so far" [A56X]

• •	 •

"THERE ARE PROBLEMS:

STUDENTS DEMAND TO SEE ME

PERSONALLY AND IF I

REFER THEM TO THE CENTRE,

THEY GET A LITTLE UPSET"

[A57Y]

"next year I will use

the half-time tutor

we're training up to

that: so she will slip

into that position

and I will do something

else" [A56X]

• •	 •

CONTINUE TO RUN THE

PROGRAM MYSELF [A56Y]

• •	 •• •	 •

APPOINT OTHERS TO GET

PROGRAMS GOING [A56Y]

	 MAKE PLANS FOR OTHERS TO

INITIATE [A56Y]
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carries at least one widel y accepted unstated assumption against which he may be reacting.

roid involvement in activities outside traditional role s
 

A.51Y

Academic stall appointed to fixed positions way choose to 	 it their wt. a rk withht the

traditional boundaries of such positions. Exploratory  Innovation and change arc unlikel y to

occur in such circumstances. Figure F.leven traces a remarkably circuitous path 	 the base

line of his previous experience (A55X ), all the way through to the remark: "„it s \‘,..orl,:(..d so

far i haven't been caught out )i► it so fear" (A56X)v We may note how his own key remark

fOrins a polar opposite construct at that point: " There are problems: students demand to

see me personally and if I refer' thew to the Centre „they get a little upse!" (1\57Y).

We may also note a point about logical order, in particular, how Informant A builds

his theor y of academic development work. For this does not necessaril y follow intervi•.‘

transcript sequence. 'kw items at paragraph lofty-six, " It's worked so ral „ ." (A56X) and

" Next year I will use the hall-time tutor were training up to that "(A56X) remain

plOhletilatie on the questions ol causal and procedural sequence. It is not easy to see which

1►1lows which. and/or which causall y depends upon e‘hich in the flux of organisational life.

Where is the locus of legitimation in all of this? Where are the committees, the

sequential lines of meetings, the points of plateaux showing progress in decision making, and

how may boundaries be traced around decisional content?

Against such analysis, the " tractable-fluid" and " lamiliarconstricted" decision types of

ickson et_al. begin to sit uneasily above an apparent vacuum of legitimation. At this point. all

that can be said, is that the informant's growing theoretical logic concerning his (1(,. \eloping

academic. : work seems to belie such theory. Circuitously, the informant's account traces how he

is placing himself at the centre of change so that he can remove himself later. while remaining

present. Strangely, the process appears, all at once, to he vortex-sporadic and tractable lluid

and familiar constricted. These remarks, however, jurnp ahead of the program, li► the main

purpose w this point is to introduce the layout of Thesis Part Three.
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DIAL CrICA CONN ArT TM FOR '

Making more detailed use of Ilia ectical conflict theory to interpret the two contrasting

interviews chosen for this Thesis Part T',vo brings further progress to the stud y . The process

brings forward some use filllyelaboratt, d e xplanations ()Chow decisional processes maybe

getting under \\ay at the l evel of socia process. Up to this point. ethnographic silting of

sampled decisions has been found useful fOr initial criticism of Bradlord Studies theory.

There now appear limits to such theory Idien applied to the likely small group smings t:\pically

found at " the bottom" in higher educition o r k group settings Decisions and decision

mak i ng may not hold within themselves the forces that turn them towards their differing

orientations and lines of p rogress. Instead. it is groups of people that do such sorts of things.

People in authority relations seek to legitimate their various stands along lines of conflict and

against developing anxieties about how their programs will run and be received. So, it is to the

social behaviours of individuals caught tip in small groups that we must increasing, turn for

sonic insight into what is going on.

When the focus turns towards what inkrmants in this higher education setting say, and

leave unsaid, about their decisional concerns, newer and more c ylanatorily useral outcomes

begin to come fOrward, In particular, tl rough further exploration of polar opposite constructs

discernible in informants' interview Iva iscripts, loci of legitimation begin 10 emerge. These

firm up in a variety of location types that are not included in the lOcal theory raised at the

outset of this study. As noted briefly above (p, 130), such places range across developing areas

of academic interest. These serve as counterparts to the personnel and charter requirements

for development of conflict groups., as outlined by Dah re ndorf, drawing upon \ iews of

Malinowski (Dahrendor, 19.59, pp. 1.5. 6). They also take in patterned recruitment to

positions of domination and subjugation. The\ derive from organisational saga (Clark). They

show up as seemingly phantomised fdrees pushing incremental change strategy harnessed to

the task of radical change. They foster, as fermenting agents, the escalation of conflict through

articulation of manifest interests that, in turn, lead to well laid grounds for continuing

(dialectical) conflict. In parallel will this analytical. focus, highly problematic areas are

revealed, at this point. for developing further programs of empirically, theoretically and

practically lbcussed research work.



Thesis Part 'three examines two contrasting interviews taken at the centre of the data

gathering phase of the stud y. The first interview wits with Informant (i, a highly art k:ulwc

me inhe r of staff, who appeared concerned about political issues across the campus. This

person held the field for [1)1) on certain crucial political issues arising between conflicting,

units across the campus. Informant C saw how the politics of the social setting decided the

degree of success within that setting. [1)1) would not expand its programs further into the

wider campus without getting the polities right. Such progress, at the point of the interview,

was blocked,. The interview with Informant G seems to give (he picture through the eyes of a

loner. His interview transcript gives a highly reflective response to probing questions, and, as

such, presents a deeply personal point of view about a highly difficult set of political circum-

stances then developing around his formalised academic concerns.

informant D, by contrast, a staff member with more senior responsibilities as head of

the Learning Centre. appeared highly experienced in managing the local politics required in

establishing the Learning Centre sub-unit of the [DD. Ft was this person's conference paper

that was dis(„.• ussed at the beginning of this report (see above, pp. 20-2). In parallel with the

ideologies put forward in that paper, this person presented as constantly busy at her tasks.. She

showed concern that personal and material resources among staff were well matched to

organisational functions and outputs. Following her invitation, the titles listed below were

reviewed From her desk, and are given here as they reflected her developing agenda for the

(earning Centre unit: Burrows. R.: (1982) Students Must Write: A Guide to Better

Writing in Course Work and Examinations; and (1983) Scientists Must Write: A Guide

to Better Writing for Scientists, Engineers and Students; Wajnoyb, R. & Green, C.. (199))

Afterthoughts: Voices from Australian Radio * Other titles on the topic of essay writing !Or

students had been earmarked for sections and sub--sections labelled "academic writing style 

Loose leaf binders were also lined up on her desk and their titles, also, reflected this person's

busy development agenda: Summer School Programs; Winter School Programs; In-

Semester English Language Classes: Promoting Disciplines -- Specific Support; in--

Semester Academic Skills Classes; Introduction to the Services of the Learning Centre:

Orientation Week; Recommended Professional Reading; A.S.P. Strategic Plans; End--

of-Year Excursion-Based Language Program; and Presenting an Overview of the

Support Offered by EDD's Learning Centre,
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A Framework. for Death 'lim y.	Tran iv Analysis

Lach lone researcher forges anew a set of tools fashioned for the analysis of uniquely,

accumulated data. Sources of ideas about da la analysis range widely across approaches.

methods. and personal points of view. The analysis of depth interview transcripts in this study

draws upon ideas from Agar (1979): for " pervasive and recurrent themes" i n cognitive

anthropology (p. 1 ,I); and Jones (1985a; 1985b): for detailed guidelines directed at the

concrete handling of bias on both sides of the interview fence. It also follows the researcher's

personal viewpoint as this consta.ntly de \ clops Pe w models and ways of seeing new problems

met in the field. Facing the analysis of so-called "raw data" can be daunting for the lone re-

searcher. Resolution of such tension lies in realising that data is never " raw". Acceptance of,

and discussion about, the influence of tie ethnographer upon data gathered brings its overt

important form of rigour lo the research process; a point taken already in this report (see

(halter Two above). As Juries (1985a) nuts it well:

Depth interviewing, can never involve a simplistic "face-value' treatment of data. We

have to think beforehand. during and after the interviews about what is likely to. is, and
has affected the data obtained in die interview and the relationship \Al', are involved in
(p. 53).

Taking this idea seriously entails accepting that all new research work breaks fresh gro.and

across all dimensions of data analysis.

It follows then, that a frameworl, must be lbund that allows several principles to work

freely, and all at once, with the develop i ng process of analysis. The first point to note is that

the framework applied needs to avoid 11 . e charge that the researcher is using it to inuose rigid

presuppositions upon the data, For obvious reasons, this 'would invite the charge of extreme

question begging. Following this principle then. there needs to be some form of flexibility built

into the system of analysis employed, re(uirement means that alternative interpretations

of data must be seen to be able to sit casily alongside those favoured by the researcher a'. the

point of publication of the study.

A further point to note is that t . ie framework must allow the material to be presented

in a readable lbrmat for die report. "h tis mcf,i.ns that the manual problems o1 pagination and

format warrant close study. How may each interview transcript be deconstructed., rendered
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TWO final problems face the resu rchert i.he preservation ot (:omplexity and the analysis

of dramaturgy. As scholars widely acknowledge, there is deep complexity to be found in any

ethnographic research setting. Will this be shown graphically and felt intellectually in the

layout of data? Finally. there is the question of dramaturgy. For the point where domination.

subjugation, control and power differentials are played out in any interview setting is also

closely linked with all the problems me-tioned above. flow will such sorts of problems be

dealt with in the framework of analysis? Danger lies in the possibility that such matters will

simply be glossed over and ignored as i they do not exist: as " everything in the garden is

lovely": congenial and cooperative anon the imbrmants and their intruding ethnographer.

The DatL Analysis Process

Jones (1985a:, I9851x) gives usetUll y clear guidelines to the lone researcher for analysing

data derived from depth interviews. lie,:tinning \kith rough copy on large pieces of paper, the

researcher wrote down constructs that seemed important to the informant. 1 here were one

hundred and eight such constructs for the interview chart compiled 1br Informant A. Of ten.

for each of these constructs. polar opposites were also compiled and noted. This convention.

to make use of paired constructs, derive ; from Jones (1985b, pp. 60-1), who cites Kelly (1955).

The process uses the idea that people afford meaning to their personal constructs through

contrasts explicitly or impl i citly given n either the foreground or the background of their

discourse .

Although clearly an arduous ta.•;k, taking much of the researcher's time, this compi-

lation process has several advantages. It avoids the rarefaction of data -through excessive

summarising and consequent drift a .vay from expressions used by informants. It both

preserves and deals with the interview as a 'whole, also giving a close study of minute details in

each interchange or othe r unit of data It mirrors the traditionally anthropological value of

combing the data repeatedly for what it says b y probing for both positive asselion and subtle

suggestion, frequently revealed in the " Y" polar constructs. For what is not asserted at any

point of interchange may also be brought into fmus by this method and given due significance.

An example of this process has been set out above (p. 133).



The process developed further as the researcher then drew lines to link those

constructs that appeared to belong together in the mind of the informant and then went On to

compile notes on the reasons for those linkages. The intention \kith this process is to try to

represent iheories which informants might be developing. These are typically about how

persons, groups, ideas and actions are causally or associatively linked in their organisational

e xpe rie nee.

The report now moves directly forwards into the body of the depth interview data

analysis. Not further elaboration about the process, but direct experience of it, is what is noe\

required. It is in the analytical penetration of data, and not in its mere description, that new

insights are to be met. To that part of the project the report now turns.

[WM MANT G

Thu study now turns to examine a picture of organisational life centred on how one

actor responded to situations that led him on finally to talk about absolute frustration.

Researchers Peed informants such as Informant G They are needed badly for providing any

prospect of progress in understanding organisational process. They are ready, any time, to talk

through the problems and to see them whole. They give us the culture, without trying too

much to interpret the material Ibr us (Spradlev. 1979: 1980). Moreover, they are highly able:

articulate in their turn of phrase ., honest about their own lack of progress; cooperative about

time given to the grounds of problems; and well experienced in the setting. They are sensitive.

to the points of view of others. In particular, they can elaborate those of their adversaries in

the conflicts encountered. Readers of the interview with Informant G will be struck by the

well-rounded picture ( I dynamic organisational conflict that comes through.

The interview transcript is presented below, with paragraphs numbered liar reference in

the data analysis section.' Current frustration is the focus of his comment. That frustration

must he painted using the tantalising hues of success and partial fulfilment. No standard

operating procedures have yet been set in place for dealing with problems of how to expand

DD operations into neighbouring units across the campus. This raises questions about the

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 275-86.
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standard operating procedure as a. genre of soeial action. Where does it derive its power?

flow can a standard operating procedure be formed, authorised and established, which goes

directly against currently felt hostilities nd disagreements? For if there were such entities

identillable in the social Setting occupiec by Ef..) , D work activities. then the innovation would

be seen to be diffused throughout its hos organisation (Levine, 1980). That the reality is very

far from this goal is part of the burden of the tbllowing section of the report.

In reading the Ibllowing analysis, certain logical points need 10 be kept in !nine]. Thc

interview transcript moves through time 'n linear sequence. As such, it does trot present the

informant ls developing theoretical logic., \Oriel' needs to be reconstructed in logical space.

Anal ysis searches out lines of causalityy. Lcconsiructing the inlbrmant's theoretical logic carries

the major burden of this thesis section.

tseatationotlContlict

The interview transcript for Int-or-rant G opens by identifying a locus of legitimation in

the developing academic interests given in the interviel.v. A departmental open door policy

brings a stream of students seeking he p on a range of academic skills development prob-

lems.' The informant tells how he wor;.s along with a sister institute, the Western Institute.

which was later to become amalgarN l ed with t he Footscray Campus and would add its

presence to the steadily accumulating ctoria I.Iniversity of Technology. Further to Ihis mode

of development, recruitment to new positions of domination and subjugation is given. This

process is clear from certain " X" constructs: " Sometimes they ring up o- come by

(003X); and "Sometimes a student has been referred ..." tC104X 	 But also, a close study of

polar opposite " Y" constructs gives use 	 additional weight to the social process argument, as

in: inee! them only in scheduled (1,isses" (G03 . Also, against (G07X) " Probably my

brief would be science and maths nry main area is in biology, chemistry and phys[es ... but

seeing now that I am doing a psychology de:,:,ree, that is starting, to creep in too". the polar

opposite.: confine work to predetermined areas ((i07Y) adds to the argument. They

name certain modes of work that Info-mant G avoids. Meetings with students in scheduled

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts. pp. 275.
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classes arc not the only, nor the most significant, way of fleeting with them. The in lormant "s

work settings arc not confined to set boundaries around areas of discipline content or modes

of interaction: " I was on loan to them !teacher education I for some basic Ice which the y paid

to FDD"(G f IX/ Y). Finally, this actor seems to avoid the Parsonian negative process, dediff-

erentiation, as with many others included in this survey of interviews. Proliferation of new

roles in wider settings Is at the centre of FDD ideology: ". . so they can use this knowledge to

develop their nursing skills: becoming more aware of the different personalities they might

meet" (G09X), As Bourricaud (1977) outlines, commenting upon differentiation as a

" cardinal point" in Parsons' theory of action:

Differentiation las splitting or proliferation of roles], provides the actor with an escape
from the dilemma Itaced I when the or she' must contend with adversaries holding
views diametrically opposed to liter or list own (r) [95),

Inli)rmant G deals with problems in academic skills development teaching. These arc pointed

out to him during interviews with a range of students, and with their more approachable,

problems oriented lecturers. He sees solutions as setting up further role-centred units of

endeavour, with students from a wider catchment area than previously serviced, and with stall

from other units yet unmet. There are no limits to this person's energy directed at ideas

16stering imagination and program innovation.

There is, however, a negative, more con 11'cl-ridden side to this Parsonian social

process„ It is outlMed, again, by 13ourricaud, The idea carries overtones of conflict theory,

which, it must he allowed, can be traced in some lines of Parsons' theory:

When a growth process encounters obstacles, however, di fie is neither an
inevitable result nor an optimal solution to the problems to be laced. The mere fact
that twoons, engineers, and the general public enter into a period of tense relations no

more guarantees that a transition to a " higher form" of organisation \ yill take place
than the troubles of adolescence necessarily presage happy adulthood (p. 195).

The situation, for Informant G, may yet go up or down, as further analysis in this section will

go on to explore. Dedifferentiation, for the FDD, could well take the form of a halt to

expansion in roles and settings or a down right contraction in them: what Levine might call

" enclaving of the innovation" (Levine, 1980).
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Moving further through 1:he iia erview transcript, three polar opposite constructs

underline how members of staff in the u n it work against a background of continuing potential

conflict! These " Y" constructs are united under the one notion that lecturers in higher

education cannot be relied upon. univeraliy, to welcome ideas on their teaching methods and

modes of delivery: " It is not something tnat you can leap into; and always you get a very great

difference in reaction to it" (G26Y). One elaborated case on an interstate campus k used to

legitimate the need for a " slow, and steady" strategy (G27Y).

I guess the strategy is slow and st.f.ady. We have heard of other situations: as in
Adelaide, last year. where the pt rson who was in charge of the developmental
unit there: the person who is it charge of it, apparently rubbed a lot of the
ocher lecturers up the wrong way That person would sit i n on the lectures and
proceed to tell the lecturers whe re they could improve. And of course. I don.t
think that is the way to go at al?.

There is a long list of items coming forward at this point that outline what Fl i..)1.) members of

stall do not do. EDD members of staff do not assume a " fro/en organisation" Where change

will not come (G21X). They do not proceed only through work with members of the teaching

staff outside the unit (G21X). They do not proceed by openly stating goals and strategies

(G2 X ). They do not overlook persona contacts as opportunities fear further progress (G23X)

and they& not maintain non problema is approaches to other units on the campus (G:23X).

Strangel y, if polar opposite " Y" 'tents are listed from this interview, they begin to look

like a populist textbook treatment of up . to date management strategies:

openly state goals and strategies

assume :hat people welcome opiMon on their work

work directly with professionals in the organisation

assume a fro/en organisation \\ten: change will not come by itself

maintain a !ion problematic app -oach to change

Reversing the reality eme rging from thi interview, rules for the way forward among managers

begin to look like the following: make :Hear to everyone the goals and strategies; find out as

`Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 278-9.



much as one can about the organisation (as if it will stand still long , enough for that purpose):

begin at "the top", and go to work there to establish lirm control of the situation; understand,

non problematically, how the organisation works, and that will provide answers to manage •

went problems and likely improvements. In the light of this evidence, certain questions

Since lines of interpretation have traced such clear pathways around normalised or common-

place channels of organisational understandings, just what has been going on in this small

campus unit? flow have such apparently subversive modes of work become so well en,

trenched in the organisational culture?

Further significant material in the interview transcript traces the outlines of a clear

organisational saga developing around the figure of the head of the departtne tit.' Polar

opposite constructs in relation to this social reality emphasise how newcomers, however highly

recommended, often lack power at the outset in the local setting (Gz1.5Y). Informant G has

given clear connections between the head of the department's long-term standing on campus

and the growing success of [PD in penetrating the other units. This saga is closely associated

with the idea of incremental change strategy harnessed to the task of radical change.his

point finds legitimation through a series of small steps that were in breach of two norms. The

first norm centres on the idea that NDD staff await approaches front other departments for

opportunities to work with their students (G28EY). The second norm, and the more widely

entrenched of the two, is that students independently adjust to learning problems met in

higher education. A corollary follows: that they be left to stand or fall in the system by the

success or failure of those personal adjustments ((128EY). The first breach in norm falls to

the question of so-called elites in the system and their requirements to maintain and defend

their positions of dominance, which carries pressures to defend the legitimacy of that

dominance. The second breach in norm falls to the question of expanding markets, the

movement towards mass participation in higher education, and carries pressures to attack the

legitimacy of the implied subjugation among new groups of disadvantaged students entering

the system.,

'Appendix 'Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 283-4.

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp, 280-1.
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- Hie interview transcript presents 1 conflict picture that raises dircet questions about

the nature of the grounds (Y decision? 1_1w/it interests are now becoming clearly articulated

and rendered manifest. One polar opposi ..e. " Y" construct: remain content to en( love the

innovation (G2SEY) remains anathema. for DD ideology: innovation enclave directly

opposite from the cherished prize sought in all endeavour. The much pursued conflict

resolution idea, so cherished by many marketeers of populist programs for organisational

improvement, comes in for some rough ti earn-lent in this setting. It is important. to note how

Informant G tells about aftermath circumstances that continue to " ferment" the conflict

(G 31X; G 32X- (133X). Counterpart p.)lar opposite " Y" constructs bring, out the sedate

picture that is simply no longer there, if it was ever: clarity of decisional purposehas disap-

peared: ": . they are sort of stuck" (G39) quietude does not imply the disappearance of the

conflict; "When students approach me now for help, I do offer assistance to them individua ly,

but I insist that they agree to attend their lectures and tutorials in the Physics Department"

(G37Y); and the big one, the general sta us of FDD in We vvider campus setting, remains the

deepest issue: put to one side, but not f;)r-gotten: " Yes, unfortunately, and we haven't got a

great deal of po\A•er. When it comes to political.... ‘A,e've got the lo\kest niche" (G40Y). This

" Y" construct remains the central point for the whole interview. This one small polar opposite

construct, among a constellation of fifty plus constructs, reaches deeply into the collective con-

sciousness of the whole group, while reaching out to touch every unit across the campus and

beyond. In such ways Informant C tells the story of t'rustration and a complete Hock to

progress. Where, now, lay the grounds of decision? Who has decided what, under mat

circumstances, for whom. and to what pu .-pose? It would appear that inquiry into such sorts of

questions must remain a research issue setirtingly impossible to resolve, even vvith further time

and abundant resources.

Thematic. Anabtsis

The study now turns back to reconsider matters on a higher level of abstraction. From

a review of constructs derived from Info' mart G's interview transcript. the tOcus now moves

'Appendix Two: Interview `Franc is. pp. 280-1.
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FIG JJR F TWELVE. INFO R MANT G
KEY [XAMPLES DRAWN FROtvl INTERN/1[W TRANSCRIM'

(See below, Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 275-86)

TEL EMATIC
IDEA

KE.Y
CONSTRUCT

POLAR OPPOSITE
CONSTRUCT

CXAMPLF A.
The continuing climate of
conflict theme:

"... it is not something you can
leap into !talking to people about
ways of lecturing in chemistry!:
and always you get a very great
difference ni reaction to it"
(.32,6X)

lecturers universall y WC1C(1111C

input (111 their teacittn,
methods and modes 0/

delivery
(GX-0()

FXAMPI,F. B.
The gradualist imperative
theme:

"... yes, I guess the strategy is
slow and steady"
(G2'7X)

'We have heard of other
situatir)its lwhere direct input on
other lecturers' work has been
given! and, ( .0' course, I don't
think that is the way to go at all"
(G27Y)

LXAM PLI C.
'the strategic recruitment
theme:

"... it probably needs. fairly soon,
another half step forward: I have
got a couple of people in mind
who I am going to o niract and
work forward with t-hent"
(G,28x)

maintain (1 non-problematic
approach to these other units
(C)21/1

kAAM IMF D.
'(lie radically
incrementalist strategic
change the MC:

1:XANIPI 1: r.
The escalation of conflict
theme:

'... a large number of students in
the Department of Nursing failed the
physics unit... this presented as a
deep crisis in the wider campus
setting" (C13.41:t; action taken to
e\pand I DI) ao-hity: "... run a set

if recision tutorials" (C.-",1-t-:.)
'causal direction remains
problematic between these
items'

"... make fut-thcr arran gements, a
colItittuation of (al  trial services,
that look like a compromise, hut
which effectively establish grounds
for further conflict" (Cr 35E X )
'displacement of persons in
authority relations happening
at that point]

accepted as (1 norm 101'N/fell
,students . . .

vtudents don't attend lectures,
then they don't deserve to pass

thc ,vtudents (11C belt la7y,
they arc not making the effort

((33-1).)

conflict re ‘ olution o‘ the
,lisappearan,..c of tit(' coiifioi
(G35I.Y)
!quite possibly, ihis never
typically happens in higher
education organisationsi
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FIG U R L TM : LV E: INFORMANT (1 i	 1

KEY EXAMPLES DRAWN: FROM INTERVIEW TR ANSCR IPT
(See below, Appendix Tw.y. Interview Transcripts, pp. 275-86)

THEMATIC KEY POLAR OPPOSITE
IDEA CO NSTR t. (71 CONSTRUCT'

EXAMPLE F. °' Dis is a big stumbling block: a the conflict resolved to ,'Itt
The grounds of big brick \Null in the Department point where it has disappeared
continuing climate of of Physics which at this stage is (G29Y; G35[A)
conflict theme: almost instm'iountable" (er29X)

" Everyone's iatids arc now well and
truly tied: Nursing and Physics
remain at l;')erlieitds over the issue
as physics tits dies are ,equired by the
aecreditati( m docuineilt" (G35F X)

__________

EXAMPLE G.

.	 ..._.........._	 ..._

" I am very f ustrated. I don't know

...._ _ ........_______

)vori, goes f o timid according
The conflict remains how to get a ound that, I can't" to plan,,c awl recurrent
unresolved in the (G.52X) asNumptiwas °heat ryonditig
collective setting theme: pm) ) 1,0 4, with oth(r

departments (G 51Y)

on to consider broad thematic ideas Imild at key points in the interview. These are set out in

Figure Twelve (above). New and uselt I categories will be drawn together, in search of how

inquiry into the grounds of decision rlaking may 110W identify and explain more socially

dynamic modes of operation. The special picture for Informant G is built around four

thematic categories. There are three examples that reflect aspects of the cultural scene

(Examples A, G ). Three further examples reflect action recurrently undertaken within that

cultural scene (Examples 13. C, D). Ore evtniple reflects deep crisis and dialectical interface

between the cultural scene and the act ion frame of reference (Example I), again). Finally,

one example reflects structural change:: the virtual displacement of persons in authority

relations caused by all the above (Exanrple E). The report now turns to consider the detailed

development of this picture

(`Qntinuillgslimate )1conflict il-erne. Three separate aspects of the continuing climate

of conflict theme are clearly presented m items set down for consideration on the chart. First.



there is the role set embedded in the outlook given by Informant G kxample A raises this,

We may note how Informant G holds a diffident attitude towards approaches to other

members of staff about innovations in teaching certain discipline studie s. Secondly, there

deeper sedimented layering now taking place and hardening between the various arms of

developing conflict groups. Example 1' raises this, pointing out how there is a developing

reality outside embedded role sets given by Infbrmant G and mutually held in place by various

groups: " everyone's hands are now well and truly tied". Thirdly, there is the absence of any

resolution 01 this conflict as conflict disappearance. Example G takes this up where Informant

G points out how he remains frustrated. He does not drop the matter. Prolessic nal roles and

functions demand that day by day, week by week, the informant must live on with the

situation. It is important to note how much of this derives from enforced coalitions: group

membership that was not initially chosen by the informant, which changes its nature over time,

and from which he is not obliged to withdraw. Such sorts of d ynamics seem now to l)e

pictured in recurrent terms for members of staff in the F. Put sociologically, they make up

aspects of order in the action and order interface.

Radically ncrementalist stratic chaue theme. 'Three examples identified for the

radically incrementalist strategic change theme show, through the action frame of r(„lercnce,

steady progression towards deep crisis. These depict what members of LIM) staff do as

strategic: moves within the background of a culturally ordered setting, as outlined above..

Example reflects a gradualist imperatire:".... yes, I guess the strategy is slow and steady".

Example C reflects strategic recruitment:" I have got a couple of people in mind who I a ni

going to contact and work lbrward with them". I,xample I) presents a crisis: action taken to

expand activity with one department was made against a background of this crisis. What

remains causally problematic throughout analysis at this point, is sequence in the chain of

events through tutorials, tests, outcomes, tutorials and tests? What prompted what? Ilad

relations with the Physics department laid foundations for further moves towards taking

responsibility for physics tutoring, or had the crisis in examination results prompted the further

successful probes, and a compliant response? Such questions are crucial to a linear approach

to understanding decision making. They fall away, however, under the present steady

progression through the accumulation of a picture through dialectical conflict. The cycle,

when assumed to he omnipresent, can be shown to escalate under certain conditions but such



cond i tions are best seen as " ferments", instead of ordered lock-step sequences or sufficient

causes.,

1.4.)cus of  leg.,, itimation, All examples reviewed in this section of the report are, in one

important sense, examples of loci of legitimation. They lay firm grounds for action and tsar

accepting aspects of the cultural scene as the recurrent background for action. Example I),

just reviewed above, is a prime examlle of such a point of- legitimation. It ouHines an

interlace between action and order. Action taken to expand FDD activity against the

background of the crisis in examination -esults crystallised, or rounded out details defining the

legitimation setting. Each seemed to let d upon the other. A chain of events Vvas in motion in

which the crisis prompted the action. aml, simultaneously. the action prompted the crisis. This

latter may be seen more clearly when vie consider how the crisis itself would be thrown into

relief far more vividly against a backgrcund of ED Ii) action, or intended action, or t)ossibility

of action. In this sense, action itself, in i:he minds of the actors. can function as an aspect of

cultural background. There might be a •,,,vo-wav reaction -at work, governing the process.

Escalation of conflict theme. 'Fe process outlined above finds its thematic culmina-

tion, in this interview, in the way in which Example E reveals structural change. Persons and

groups have become displaced in auth gity relations across lines of conflict. Moreover, the

displacement begins to look sudden, intense and violent. Staff and their students in the

Nursing department now look to EDI) staff as a source of tutoring in physics, and, moreover.

this new resource now lies beyond cor linement by the Physics department. Staff and their

students within the Physics departmet I are probably also well aware of this displacement.

F 1)D staff and their growing client groups of staff and students will be aware of such a change,

since it represents such a deep confirmation of the e fficacy of their growing position and

expertise across the campus.

Questions now arise about the -.cal grounds of decision making in he setting given in

this interview. Where a re they located? Where does the decision making process begin?

What are the boundaries of their developing content? Where and how may the process be

seen to reach finalisation and formalisation into a regularised and detailed format? Such sorts

of questions become strangely misdirec ed. Yet what has been outlined above is quite familiar

and quite typical of one small develoi: mein Init one small campus unit taken from the whole
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higher education setting. Academics develop expertise and interests around developing

They make moves upon territories and sub territories traditionally belonging to

others.. There is action and reaction.. There is nothing unusual or unfamiliar in the setting

that has been given above in this analysis.

It is a testament to the ethnographic integrity of the evidence given by Informant G

that his own theoretical logic ma y clearl y be traced through the interview transcript. T\,,,,k) dear

pillars of understanding support his picture. The first pillar is made up of his professional

regard fOr the head of the department: the second is his own developing academic interests

tied to issues about progress forward for the EDI). 11°NA/ever, such a confident edifice in

practice and purpose suddenly seems to fall into the background when he turns to consider

stall and students whose work lies yet outside the department. Deep uncertainties are brought

out in the language used: "it is something that we are hoping \Nt will do .	 " it will filler

its VVOY back up "it probably needs, fairly soon . .". Certainty returns, again, to the

lbreground of his account, in the 1011owing confident assertions: "certainly, we are now making

inroads into certain departments" and " I guess the strategy is slow and steady". Yet, tantalis-

ingly, crucial empirical issues are located right there, well into the background of InfOrmant

Ws experience. Just how does this process work or fail among staff and students outside his

department? What is its nature? What types of interactions serve to make up the various

conflict processes that, in turn, lay down the real grounds for decision?

A similar sort of research problem emerges elsewhere in the transcript,. Through a

timoabling anomaly, Informant G is doubly blocked in seeking to act for his department with

this group of students. All these lines of causality are clear, all the way up to the expressions

of frustration and the acknowledgment of the " big stumbling block" to progress. What fa Hs

into the background are details of just what is happening out there in the conflict setting.

kmpirical inquiry seems warranted at this point: but where would one begin? flow may the

cycle ()I'm-act and counter conflict be broken open to make some causal sense of these types

of social interactions?

Questions arising at this point in the study assemble around how empirical inquiry may

probe where and how such processes maybe opened fur more detailed explanation in a causal

sense, With these issues now firmly on the agenda, the study turns to consider the interview

fur Informant I), a notable contrast with the account considered above.
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ANA( 'TWA!, APPROACH

I'llc StudY now turns to cxamin( the i?ruervievk transcript .(,)r. Informant D.' This

intervj:\Y, again, clearl y anal ysable hi	 ilns of ,Ite informant's C(. \eloping 	 logic

abotu the setting. gives a colurast N yith previt) â s analysis, as there w-e clues to py.)!„::ress Oil

the empirical research agenda: inquiry in . () typical settings that niak(n up tile social grounds of

decision. InfOrmani I) gave the culture c • flred upon radical changes in the technical, i.)olitical,

socia' conditions of organisation tlq I she held necessary for progress in tie work or the

Learning 'Ventre  sub-unit or the ED1).

Such change was sudden in the st use of displacement ofper;ons 16I aui iority relations.

Strategic recruitment pro esses within the conflict group setting resulted in new 'orms of.

domination and subjugation.. 'These, in r irr, resulted in cs(..alation o"relAards and ':.11(...Wties f►r

both conlict groups, the students and s.aft, It is to that central picture, so dearly .given

InfOrmam 1), which we are now able to U01, li g information On how processes gol. ulder \Qv

in the conflict escalation movement within that particular circle of academic worl:. Again, a

careful analysis of polar oppo.O.e " Y";.:onstructs charted from the interview transcript gives a

clearer pcture in terms of wna: membcri oh - Marlin the 1:1)1) both follow and avoid.

adical C ranws in Condhions of Orzal isation

contrast with the picture of d ysfunctional social process given by Inf►rmalt G . the

account given by InI6rinam 1) tells a d fic. ren: kind of story. We may note steady differenti-

ation into \\hat may be interpreted as -higher I.frders of conflict groupings and recurn.m1 social

'Appendix Two: Interview Transktipts,	 116-50.



interactions. In this setting,, the term higher order is used R) signify that the I DI) ideology of

substantive analysis is being realised in the change process,. The new order is higher in two

senses. First, it further differentiates, and acts upon, scales values among groups:: in

particular, certain NLSB linguistic and cultural preferences. Second, such differentiation is

held up, ideologically, as more desirable than the opposite, which is to act as if such diversities

in cultural preferences do not exist.

(ertain identifiable groups of students entering FM) programs brought along their

traditional assumptions about the nature of the new social settings. Notable among these, was

the assumption that the I nglish language would prevail as the sole medium of communication

and study. Added to this, the tutor \\mid legitimately dominate all proceedings as the expert

in the setting, Students would 161low proceedings in consistently polite subjugation. Along

with Dahrendorf, We may note an important point: that such subjugation does not necessarily

go hand in hand with deprivation of rewards and facilities, a fallacy often met in discussions

about domination and subjugation in social settings (Dahrendorf, 1959, pp. 200-1). Such sorts

of subjugation, lOr students newly arrived in Australia from Asian communities, clearly held

the means towards escalation of rewards and facilities within their new communities.

Furthermore, if returning overseas after graduation, such means would apply "back home" as

All of this amounts to commonplace analysis, and not very significant. What warrants

close study here, and does hold special significance, lies just alongside these facts, Not the stu

dents, but the tutors, the dominant group, set out to reverse the order of authority. This

reversal proceeded in the interests of escalation of rewards and facilities Ibr themselves, also

for their students, They achieved this by means of voluntarily subjugating themselves, in

certain strategically chosen settings, to the scales of values met in their students. The fOlowing

analysis traces this important story.

1 . 11e developing picture centres upon how academics used a range of techniques and

strategies to try to open the learning process Ibr groups of students brought into the setting,

The transcript presents a steady accumulation of data on latent interests becoming manifest

for both students and staff. Following, summer and winter school programs, students were

asked	 „ if they would like to continue anything or take a new direction that might be

current or to reinforce something that might be covered" (I) 13X	 Small groups were set up

to watch videotapes with the tutor, with related written material (1)13X). Groups held
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discussions about ".	 how things that were 'n the tapes related to their (►t` S'i!"..iatioilS"

(1)13X). Again. polar opposite "'Y" constructs _r.ive the picture •rom anoThet r perspective: what

members of stal' try to av yd. Acti yitie are not bounded by course unit schedules (6.\s'nme

/hat short car rses are ore/ (it the err(' of classes, and that nothin ,:; more needs

colviiii ,L; in "174 area or woris (I) 131.")): d() not evert students to work. away in

isolatiorL to succeed or fail autonomo....sl y . as may be, within a putativel) im1.)arti:,t1 system

(assign studelis to strut  the video out-of -( c lass (I) I 3Y )). and they RFC not habitually

sent away to the library to research spec al ulaterials fin then-Is:1\es (leave it To the ,,litclents

to work out, for theinsetes,, Ifl oiv! -of 1.;/g•r, how ntateriaR .''elate to

iheir mvn sultana's (1)13Y)). This culminates, fOr Informant 1), in userul outcomes. In

her own words. she asserts, as follows: " rind that, I reeL \\as most valua l e. because the y were

able to say within the group. well, 	 y )U know; for me it's quite different" (1) L I N). She also

articulates the polar opposite construct, as lollows: ", 	 and just to send students 'tk. loch at a

Vide() rr iskflation doesn't enab'e the	 !OOk ai themsekes and how they approach things and

come to terms with the wa y the tapes Yen,' n ,,ade ma y he legit i matel y difThrent from what's

going Oil somewhere else Hut that sort	 ..,ctiN,A tyr runs its course" ( 1)13Y).

Alongside this act: ILI n ulating data. 1.triter considerations arise. The data pr .. cents a

growing displacement in the campus wide \altie System towards staf•' and the • support

services. The significance of certain " tam!! ar constricted" types of decision making. noted

accordint to Bradlord Stud i es theory. hegins t(.) Tall v■zo/ (DO1X: 1:)02X; DO3X). Deciding-. to

" try things out" , " looking, listening and asking" , " kcopilg , 	 tou . 1 i " and " t aiking . \\mile

readil y acknowledged as necessary in the process, no longer look sufticient im the process.

The accumulating picture then -loves through ways, in which Inlormam I) has drawn

upon literature and brought this to bear upon j;.►tocesses	 . gitimation. Ideas centre upon her

readings about "	 the cultural diso-ientat on ol . pccple who had recently arrived in the

country " (1)11X). • h's lead on to considc-ing "broader life issues": the appointment ol a

mentor: and related activities, or studs rat acculturation. 1 he process culminates in a firmly

coordinated conflict group. " 1tie playe,2. a pa n t there iii establishing a network of . students"

(1) t IX). Again, polar opposite const q cts reveal certain significant. pathwa. ys not lollowud by

r.DD stain. For they do not assume toe much iii cornrow among the characte7-istic behaviours

ortheir students. They do not always use puPlicly articulated, goals oriented, skills based

approaches: and they do not leave studs nt ne[`;‘,Orldng to the students (V



Remarks by the inibrmant on aspects of work \kith NESB groups give further empirical

evidence on the process of change. Two lines of connection trace how students themselves

have influenced the running by rejecting electronic technology in favour of more personal

contacts with stair The following items from the transcript give the line of developing theory

1Or the informant:

We've found that the technical equipment, We do use lit I to put variety into the
program in summer schools; but generally it isn't something that attracts a lot
of interest during semester (DOSX).

Student interest is falling off, the inlOrmant comments upon usage rates:

The interactive video tit in more to the self-access category ... so the interac-
tive video; language mastery and all those sorts of things come under the
heading of computer aided language learning: and you can see that our student
numbers aren't very high there ([)09X).

Again:

Well I think in a way it's been forced on us because students would much
rather have interaction with ourselves; and I think that was one of the decisions
behind the strong mentor program that we've got now and that one of the
goals of the mentor would be to provide conversation practice ([)}OX).

Again, such material links closely with the many ways in which FDD staff used the substantive

analysis imperative to firm up certain NESB groups as viable conflict groups in their own right

(D 1 1X). These influences, with InIbrmant D's readings, have brought about the " strong

mentor program that we've got now."

FDD staff do not avoid innovation in the computer based learning technology. When

students, 11mA/ever, appear to reject it. the staff probe for suggestions that may replace the new

technology. 'The reversion to more interpersonal work with staff, however, is not a reactionary

move in the sense of a harking back to more traditional ways of instruction. It results in a

more radical move, passing power across to the students themselves: incorporating the NIFSB

students' home languages and cultural perspectives in the instructional process. In terms or

polar opposite constructs, FDD staff do not move at a steady lock-step pace through instruc-
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tional materials.. Nor do they keep to u rigid scale ol values in which onl y i-he Friglish

language is held as the sole medium ()I' e \change. Through an "immersion" strategy, such is

often held up as in the best inTrests  I i i hlisll language skills devek.)pment: a highl y problem -

atic assumption in the NI S13 instructional setting (DO8Y, DO9Y .; DIOY).

Radical change has a!';e71. place 1 1 cre. Conditions of organisation have 5een modified

in observable way;. These are seen in the Follok\ing Form

the social conditions centred upon communication:.

the technical conditions cet [1 .CC upon stud y iraterials development along

specific cultural lines,

the political conditions centred upon notions of who tales I give the running.,

on points of procedure Wahrendcq-1).

-r his last point covers polit i cal realities WO inside small l',11M operative groups (ri campus

and outside those groups. NAliere inlorirai ion spreads akmg !int' lines 0 COITUnunication almyn

new modes of interaction inside them.

Rewards and Iacilities accrue, hu not only to the students in this setLing. Tutors also

receive distinct advantages. The profile ,)I" [DI) is raised among the NI-:S13 community both

within and outs i de the campus: a high ycheHslied value, well established in recent local

history, and widely Fostered in the Wesk lin Melbourne cominuni:y setting located around the

Fowscra ,,,. Campus. Staff l iecome asst)e iated with such increasing roliles. This process, in

turn, Firms up conflict group orientatiors across the wider campus.. with results am mg both

cooperating and non-cooperating staff ireinhei s;, and among students both inside and outside

the boundaries of ND1) academic worl. Structural change now seems implied. They who

o nce held the ground across certain discit)!ine areas on campus now no longer seciri to retain

matters as they have managed it in the past.

Th em vatic' Anahsis

Again, the stud y now turns back	 reconsider matters on a higher level of abstraction.

figure Thirteen sets out ke y themes identified in the interview transcript For Infort •nant 1) (see



opposite). The special picture for Informant D is built around a much more fluently cyclical

or dialectical process than that for Infbmiant G. The interview begins and ends with strategic

recruitment, hut goes on to show how an instance of mutual strategic recruitment, carried out

between tutors and students, reflects a close interlace between action and order. No "deep

frustrations" here, nor "brick walls" built against progress, as in the interview for Informant G

discussed above..

Strategic recruitment theme. Two items identified for this category give life to the

special picture brought Ibrward. Example A, Figure Thirteen, presents the EDI) unit as it is

seen to be in full Hight, in the sense that new networks of students are being brought together

over time (DI IX). Example I', underlines the point: how such new networks become

institutionalised into the framework ol the unit (DIOX). As semesters and years go by,

recurrent patterns in the action and order interlace fill out such developing social niches with

new laces and further modifications to the technical, social and political conditions met there.

Quasi groups, undifferentiated masses and sub-groups of students, with much smaller and

li2wer groups ol staff members both inside and outside EDD, become " recruiting fields for

interest groups of the class type" (Dahrendort). Some are successfully recruited, and some arc

not. Those that are, firm up oppositions across lines of implied authority over received and

unreceived ‘mtys of doing things, and ways of seeing why things should be done as they are, or

are not. Newcomers enter, and are required to choose. Those who are not successfully

recruited become fields for recruitment to opposing interests.

All authority is potentially illegitimate, so opposition across lines ol authority remains

endemic. Since, in higher education, all concerns are so firmly based upon deeply belt

judgements about discipline areas, and established locations ollegitimation in them, any

structural change arising out of such opposition can become sudden, rapid and violent. The

" new network of students" brings new lines of authority for their group on the campus.

Moreover. they now include FDD stall- members among their ranks,

A new displacement has occurred, Some may see this as undermining a traditional

view of student academic work centred on autonomous student survival or failure within the

supposedly impartial system. Such a view may become legitimated through open relerences to

" favouritism" directed at specific groups: " they are here, they have to pass". Such an opposi-

(ion in developing interests will not go away. It will be brought forward again in time. The
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Fl(-01RF "MIR IFFN: INFORMANT D:
MA FAAMPITS DRAWN FROM INTLRVIEW TRANSCRIPT

(See be how, Appendix Two, interview Transcripts. pp. 246-50)

TIMM ATE('

LAAN,i p t I, A:

The strategic recruitment
theme:

LXANIPI.L 13:
The strategic change
theme: modify the
political and social
conditions of
organisaAion:

LX,\\11)i1 (:

The two-way recruitment
to interest groups theme:
Who recruited whom?
Who was training whom'?
Casts doubt upon the
whole notion of " training":

X A N1 11 L I):

The substantive analysis/
anti-deficit analysis
theme:

LxAml),}:

The radical change
theme: modify political
and social conditions of
organisation:
AND

The strategic recruittnent
theme:

KIY
CO \ISTR I C'1'

"...	 thin; \ye playk_d a part

there in estai lisliiti a network (ii

( 011X)

'one Ni	 3 udent c( mid e\pliain

the concepi,.1ctter to alliAlter
student in iii	 irst languaLk:"

(1)07X
" then the rx )up \you'd look at
exprt:sNit);,7, T1 i idc...airK»,!_71ish"

(1)07X;

... our rk:al

would	 1.ave
'ineraction v ti	 U1c \S

( 1) iOX

reati14 ., 	 iii)c cultural

disorientaik	 people who had

recently arr i ,,cd. in du: country"

tl.))11X)

the	 p ,1.2	 n:ir 11- prolritn;

that \eL ttt 11()W I prmitic

mversajr) IprJ(..14.2(."

(1)1(1X

POI AR OPPOSII I
CONSIR ICT

icC/ic tii dcct teetwori,ito,,, to
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.■	 (cj IV	 f(11114(c to

	

ACP	 .,r1i(i.‘"
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" strong mentor program" has displaced certain previous assumptions about lbrmal appoint-

ment or tutors and the traditional expansion or traditional academic work functions. Such a

move brings a direct modification to the political conditions of Organisation: certain students,

appointed as mentors, may now be seen to be crossing the line between student and staff

roles-, or tilling out support roles once reserved for formally appointed academic stall.

Processes that support the strategic recruitment therne. Example 1.3, Figure Thirteen,

gives a clear picture of how new orientations within the technical, social and political condi

tions or the organisation were being caused through direct modification (1)07X), Following

such sorts ofrecurrent interactions, as with one student " explaining the concept better to

another student in their own language", the social setting, for those actors, staff and students

alike, becomes changed forever. From dependency to independency, from passivity. to activity.

from reactive to proactive response: all such axes or recurrent interaction suddenly become

open to empirical inquiry in pursuit of clearer grounds of decision both inside and outside the

social setting. "Then the group would look at expressing that in English" underlines the return

to an older order, but the older order has now changed. It now includes non-English linguistic

and cultural concerns.

What begins to emerge in this analysis is the notion of distinct social forces at work in

the setting. This reality changes the logic of explanation, The forces are not static. They

impinge, vary, intensify and decrease, behaving like the tides or the rain. They do not begin or

end like railway lines or sheep paddocks, as in assumptions of linearity and boundary,. Such

remarks now point up ever-widening cracks in the focal theory set down for this study. |[

sampled decisions, defined by, and continually subject to, such flux, remain impossible to

boundary in finite terms, how then, may they be processed and explained in recurrent research

study?

Example D, Figure Thirteen, draws upon a wide circle of cultural knowledge to picture

a clear locus of legitimation for action taken by In •formant D(Dl1 X). This pictures a

different process from that given in Example 13. Inlbrmant D reads on cultural disorientation.

It is the changing nature of the wider community that provides the reading materials. These

arise out of the experiences of newcomers entering the community, to be captured and

rendered articulate by authors sufficiently concerned about cross cultural issues in a climate or

turbulence and change, The " cultural disorientations", patterns or belie r and ways or
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misunderstanding, remain Ildderi and undifferentiated before articulation into manifest form.

Informant D's readings and presentation of ideas action taken to leg,itimate ilc y ‘Au vs to

undeNand matters within the department. also become part oi l the hICW back g rounC. the new

order eirerg ling	 such	 prOCeSSCS support the strategic re ThitITILTI. theme.

Iwoway recruitment to interes groups theme, It is to lilmmple C. Figure I hit-teen

that kke Must turn to note a significant point about the mature of decisionmaking in in`is social

settin g (I)IOX). This construct gives the lie to much that is assumed about decisions making

processes and the confidence with which rese; rchers often approach the topic. In decision

making terms, it is arguabl y the pinnacle construct among a group of supporting constructs

that lead up to, and support it (Fmmples A, & E. Figure 'Thirteen). It also underlines

the unique nature (11 higher education t uits and the modes 01 decision making the\ foster at

"the bottom" or the SN'Steir.

A commonplace idea puts the • natter 	 Iiiis idea is often overlooked in talk

about education, but it has been exploit«.1 iii the popular musical comedy industr y through the

lyrical idea that	 if you are a teacher. by your pupils you'll be taught!" Against a " top

(IOW' notion of training. parenting counsellors point out how the bab y trains the parent

around breast feeding and nappy chaniing pw:terns. The class of children train teacher

about what weekly routines get smoothly accepted and built into tile classroom life: "can \ve

have more of our serial story today?". I i small business, this conic!. s forward in the truism that

" it is the enSt Mer who owns the business": appl ying pressure about what gets stocked and

\vhat gets priced in Various directions. In higher education, a rowdy group of adult learners

will force interactions in directions that he ter suit themselves; cleare r . brighter. more

simplified overhead projec ion Sheets; re !dings set at lower readability levels, less tine given to

Idrmal lecture based presentations; less Friday afternoon classes, in()re Tuesday classes.. The

list goes on, and \aries according to local circumstances. it maybe asserted that

although trainers ma y design training p-ograms, they must also (.-ke account of how trainees

oiler train the trainers..

Turning again to Fxample . our -calking that students rescind much ratites have

illteraiti011 with ourselves". we may now lio'.v it gives both the ti11 ;11ig point in action and the

cultural background newly Mixed in plat( and recurrently visible to influence the deciding. In

this sense.. it reflects a steep interface Ix tween the two central sociological impulses 'Or action



and order. But the reality reflected in the remark is something inure than one signilicam

detail in Hickson's "organisational background". Also, it brings Allison's notion of . a standard

operating procedure into a new limn ol life, showing how such recurrent regularised sorts of

decisional phenomena may be driven by deep ideological impulse.

This becomes clearer when we reconsider how there is a Mutual recruitment under

way, and not just a one way recruitment. F. teaching stall direct students to use the

computer based, video interactive language development programs. These are well developed,

prestigiously innovative and " high tech,". Students try them. but reject them, and show

preference lor approaching IHDD stall members themselves for personal direction and

support. Structural displacement has occurred in terms of interests and groups, Advocates ol

high technology have lost in this process. Students have begun to firm up their own group,

demanding more personal intervention from FDD staff. On their side, stall have not rejected

the students' requests. They have worked away in familiar fashion: planning new programs

and schedules, organising resources and people, dipping into support funds to get the

necessary finance together to fit such requests. Conflicts met along the way do not get

resolved in the sense of disappearing from the cultural scene: instead, such resolutions as do

occur, lay grounds fir lurther conflict. Advocates ol high technology will not go away, they will

move to the background to count the costs, and rework their media developments. Allocated

finance will one day be consumed, and committees will need to contest for inure. Stall

members will find that certain student groups will escalate demands for personal time. Sectors

and groups yet ii use 	 will he noting developments, and considering their own approaches

(Or support.

In such ways, conflict groups, not decisions, appear to develop and change; and make

up the grounds of decision. In higher education work groups, it seems, a necessary and

Su fficient condition for decision making is a point ol interlace between recurrent action and

order where deeply felt ideologies are legitimately located on both planes at once: driving the

need for action and filling in the background that makes up the framework of order.

Analysis at this point is now able more clearly to understand the highly experienced,

clearly successfid, and confidently held, outlook of this executive stall member. Indeed, the

analysis may be used as a model for people seeking guidance in such sorts of support settings.

The account begins with escalation in the political, social and technical conditions of the

organisation. Political liberalisation was being furthered through the ethos dial various matters
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we're being " trialed", and, b y that, were not to be seen as set in concrete at any stage.

Coln M .Jnicati ye liberalisation etas tUrtherel through "staff meetings over lunch", and through

a range of approaches to students fear advice: " to continue anything or take a new direeiion or

reinforce something". Technical developments were furthered through "discussions about how

materials on tapes relate to their own Siria jons": which, in turn, led to " personal coin -lent

from students about their own situations".

Further developments in the inters iew transcript bring together the three key points, in

the action and order interlace. centred upon . . our realising Ilia( students would much

rather have interaction with ourselves". 'IThe other mu points are the strongly held ideological

preferences of students centred upon the.- in home language and related cultural imperatives;

and the setting up of the " strong mentor program" to give support within the cultural

framework then emerging through articulation of interests at the heart of the ED!) academic

group. It needs to be noted how such id.as hang together quite loosely. Tracing final causal

direction among such ideas \\mild be high l y problematic. What may confidentl y be asserted at

this point is that, based on the evidence presented here, ihey seem 1'0 interact closely o

ST Mil gly !ipon one onwher.

Familiar constricted decision nmking(Hickson) interacts with articulation of latent

interests through changes in the political, social and technical conditions or orplisat e)i)

()whiled above (Dahrendor). These result in recruitment to more iirally outlined interest

groups, but the relation remains one of interaction instead of causally directional accumula-

tion. Legitimation through the literature, holding its place at ilk\ centre of the process, adds

further evi dence, because such literature is not typically absorbed and acted upon in piecemeal

steps forward. Instead, it is typically rend, re-read, referred to repeatedly from time to time,

interpreted, and used piecemeal in sta' I discussion, or formally written into submissions tOr

further funding. This is the picture for higher education work groups at the "bomn" 01 the

system. This is the " factor y floor" that Hurtoin Clark spoke about, but did not get around to

elaborate in detail at the basic interlace where the decision making life ultimately comes to

find its grounds



01 1 TC0NIFS OF CHAPTERS SIX AND SFVF.N

Ideological depth can now be seen to define the nature of decision making revealed in

analysis of the interview transcripts I -or these kw informants. Drawing upon research behind

this report, it may be found to he the case that, in higher education units operating at the

bottom of the system, authority relations centred upon ideologies define a unique kind of

decision making. A steep ideological interlace between action and order occurs when groups

coalesce around ideas held up for agreement, and contrast with background circumstances.

Thrown up against deeply felt ideological order fOund in key aspects of the cultural scene, this

steep interface generates deeply ideological action leading to structural authority displacement..

This is the case with two key thematic examples discussed fbr each infOrmant in this chapter:

[xamplc. D for Informant G. and [xample C for Informant D. This part of the report now

turns to elaborate this outcome.

It has been argued above that Fxample C for Informant D stands out as a thematic

pinnacle among supporting peaks in a chain of mounting decisional pulses. The two-way.

recruitment to interest groups theme sits well supported by its Ill inor themes. Clear links may

be drawn from this construct to strategic recruitment, strategic modification of organisational

conditicms, the substantive analysis imperative, and radical change through modification of

organisational conditions. Fxample I.) for Informant G, the radically incrementalist strategic

change theme, splits apart the ideological landscape of the university. On the one side lies

Fl))) belief in support services for students lacking a background in physics studies. On the

other side lie More widely held beliefs in leaving students to their own devices I-or survival

within the so-called impartial system. Action taken to expand [DI) activity at this point vkas

anticipated and structurally supported by three themes: continuing climate of conflict, gradual-

ist imperative, and strategic recruitment. It is important to note how Fxample I.): the radically

incrementalist strategic change theme, takes the pinnacle position above [xaniple F: the

escalation of conflict theme. This remains true, since, as reported at the centre of the

interview transcript, all players in the conflict were taking simultaneous action about the

escalating matter. Although this pictures the heightening of conflict, it does not highlight the

pinnacle point of action.. Action taken by Informant G, and other FDD stai, to expand Hil)

activit y, steepened the interface between action and order. It follows from this, then, that the

pinnacle the inc. radically incremental strategic change, became antedated by three further
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support themes: escalation of conflict. v itlr grounds of Continuing (lin-laic of	 and the

conflict remaining wires() in the co lective setting. F,xample I), therefore, looks like the

prime decisional point f(.)- p his conflict setting, But it may not be use 1111 ,,,' seen a!• the sole

grounds of decision in this instance. It lemains meaningless without its constellation of minor

supporting peaks that hedge around it and till ■,nit essential details tdr picturing the action and

order interface.

For inftymant (1, it was s udents within the regula rised higher education system

that forced recruitment to new cor al et groups and drove decisional action to‘o,ards an

escalation in crisis and co p nict For Informant I), it was stall going along with an impulse for

M 1.1 11.1a. 1 recruitment to a ilew conflict ;;roue formation that drove decisional action there.

What do these \vx.) differing examples hold in common? Now thal certain linearity doctrines

have been set aside, new and possibly more explanatorily useful characteristics may be brought

forward as defining charac:_eristics of decisions and decision making in higher education institu-

tions. The following remarks outline s me of these defining characteristics. Roth constructs,

located as they are at the centre of. decision 'flaking process, show deeply held ideological

content. Moreover, this appears readi v linked with reverse ideologies located in .he back-

ground features of the cukural scene. Pod) link strongly to a chain of support constructs that

show both distinguishing and overlappim2, thematic characteristics that set up a chain of family

reSCinNances. This complex of COliSt I'll( Ls lends a more Multi-•imensional picture that departs

from the linearity notions ()I decision riwking isolated in discussions given abov: in this report.

In this picture or decisional process, ihtre are no be,t;in111n,(4s, sits endi11 ,14.s-, and n(-.) clear

boundaries around de(Lcional conient, '(et both constructs are the pinnacle decisional

points o' departure for ne\\ action, aft!, in the classic sense of traditional analysis directed

towards understanding decision makin:t. they show clearly where the impulse for decisional

action finds its grounds. flow this picture ma ,, now be drawn together liar final review OF key

questions and theoretical points selected For this study becomes the main locus of inquiry from

this point,. 'fo that task the report nov, turns.
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CI 1 APIT. R	 !IT. l MMA R IES AND COM I ISIONS

Rounded linearity, an idea trad tionaily applied to talk about decisions and decision

making, now begins to fall away. Ft s tw decisions as compiled units of convent . built up

through time and phases of "eommitt,cd" activity. defined by boundaries. SCI in place lint

filing. and portable from place to place . Inquiry based upon this view set out to categorise

decisional items along a scale. Research:: on decisions and decision making in higher education

may not. any longer, make sense while using this approach. For the researcher \Aho stns out to

sample decisions seeks an illusion. St.ch ideas need to be replaced by a di Ire re r view of

decisions as resurgent pinnacle points f meaning,.

We rna .\, now note resurgence as an attribute of decisions. showing how they do not

seem to remain static Within social settings. Seen now as pinnacle points 01 meaning, instead

of as bounded units of content, we ca )tUre certain ways in which actors use them. They

become tools used to range widely wit fin their familiar cultural scenes and social settings.

Points of meaning seem to take on a W. their own, free of fixed form and contetit. They

refer between other pinnace points in , he selling, as has been outlined above in this report

(sec above: commentary upon figure irteen, Chapter Seven). Widely and deeply across

fields of legitimation, actors in this higltier education setting use them to both support and

undermine: and, by that dual process, to displace: persons, ideas and program s held in

authority locations.

Till- RI . VIEW PROGRAM

'Flue report now turns to review how research interests. questions and theoretical

points, have held up in the light of stud,: outcomes. Theoretical realignment has taken place,

enforced by ethnographic process, and etched in by attendant analytical outcomes. What now
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may be said about the nature of that realignment? Which particular schools of thought or

traditions, in theory on strategic decision making, raised for consideration earlier in this report,

have been touched by study outcomes? Which remain untouched?

The thesis has fulfilled research interests, as set out in Chapter One.. It has confirmed

how entry into organisations can be made by means of sampling decisions and observing

decision making among actors at all levels. Bradford Studies materials showed the way for this

introductory process. Early research approaches such as these, however, will likely break down

under due ethnographic process, as informants introduce their own, culturally determined,

categories. Resurgence in decisional dynamics seems constantly to undermine research mows

towards analytical certitude. Such outcomes derive from proximity to informants local termi-

nologies and ways of seeing within their respective cultural scenes. Broader case study

approaches intrude as later research interests develop on the basis of initial inquiries.

In respect of research questions listed in Chapter One, the thesis has answered some,

and generated others. For group one questions (see above, p. 6), the search for types of

decisions and decision making unique to higher education social settings must now persist,

Category driven outlooks, such as those of H ickson and Allison, remain somewhere in the

middle ground of the field, but begin to fall away. H igher education social settings would

seem unique in the depth of ideology to he met at all levels of the system. This may well

include members of campus staff in administration, a much neglected field of inquiry. For

group two questions (see above, p. 9), the thesis presents insights into the nature of decisions

and decision making among small groups of academics. Outcomes from the two item pile

sorts and the two case studies now have something to say about the unique nature of such

social phenomena. After dispensing with group three questions as too broad for the present

study (see above, p. 10), the thesis has much to say about group lbur questions (see also above,

p. 10). The present chapter draws together outcomes that address applicability of Bradford

Studies ideas to small campus units in future studies of this kind.

Among the theoretical propositions listed at the end of Chapter Two (see above,

pp. 49-50), three taken from Clark provide much lertile ground Ibr development, as outlined

in conclusions set out below in this chapter. Since Clark, alone among commentators upon

higher education social process, names certain key elements in that process, close attention is

given to try to extend his work. There is " much discretion" and " much that trickles up", he

says, but lie does not then proceed to fill in details about the substance of that discretion, nor
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the influence that trickles, The contributions section of this thesis now dra\ks to,lether

outcomes in respect of these research inqu ries.

The following section addresses an ,agenda set down in Thesis Part One. It reconsiders

views of Burton Clark against study (mica nes.. 1 here follows discussion off views of I l ickson

al, to consider their revised applicatiol to -Ihe nod.	 he thesis ends with discussion or

prospects for furthr case stud y research N sed on stud y outcomes,

VIEWS BURTON CLARK

Discussion now turns to views o Burton Clark, Do study outcomes modify those

views? When people engage in commonotace talk about decisions and decision making in

units, they often ascribe rigidity to the dedsions ltd fluidity to the social structure. EmOrmant

I) gives a typical example when she maces assertions about valued achievements set in a

context of fluid social interchange (see above. Chapter Seven). Decisional statements appear

rigidly set., as in concrete, shown in the allowing itenis "our realising that students would

much rather have interaction with ourselves""; "the strong mentor program that we've got now

to provide conversation practice" and "'Ye played a part there in establishing a network or

students". Their social comext, by contrast, is presented as fluid, suggesting that 'anything can

happen any time. as in the following items: "during classes with NI sSB students issues would

arise"; " one NI- SB student would explain the idea better to another student in their own

language"; " then the group would look at expressing that idea in English"" an] " lurch

people could talk about how hard it is here". Operative among these sorts )1 items is use of

the terms " would" and "should", suggestilg, intrinsic fluidity in the social setting.

As far as this categorised ascriAion ()frigidity to decisions and fluidity to social

structure is widespread in talk about decision making, it remains a category mistake.

Understanding the nature of social reality centred upon decision making seems to require the

obverse... We now need to understand hew rigidity freqt.mtlybek ngs with socia'( structure, and

fluidity belongs with decisions and decision making.

This idea net' drives the conirinwtions discussion. In two dist inci sorts or ways. it

governs how background and fbcal theory are now seen differently as an outcome of this study.

The first way points out how, backgrounc: theor y., until now insufficiently developed asp, decision
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making related to small groups in higher education, through notions of non-linearity, becomes

confirmed and more usefully elaborated. The second way shows how focal theory, already We I 1

dewloped in detail along linearity lines, and already clearly related to group decision making

interaction, needs to be broken down, modified and more usefully confined.

Multidimensional Research 

Study outcomes given here call for a more multidimensional point of view brought to

bear upon understandings about decisions and decision making. " Multidimensional" is an

idea that suggests a Wm of inquiry in social research that tries to take in a range of approach-

es, including some attempt at inquiry over time. It stands in contrast to the single snapshot

approach typically sought in positivist studies. At the level of theory, the present thesis attacks

the linearity doctrine. This has been defined in terms of notions about decisions as hounded

entities. They are seen to begin, develop within defined boundaries of content, and proceed,

in sequence, towards finalisation. This imagined process makes up too limited a view for

explaining how decision making gets under way in higher education work groups at the

" bottom" of this system and its units. By contrast, the argument put forward in this study takes

in ideas of dialectical conflict as a way of seeing how legitimation works in decision making.

Dialectical conflict acts through " fermentation". This means that it needs to be seen

as one causal factor among others. It sets up conflicting outlooks, which, in their turn, define

the social grounds of decision (Dahrendorf, 1958). Decision makers in higher education spend

much energy on defending or attacking the legitimacy of authority structures. Such activities

typically locus upon developing loci of legitimation. These turn up in some quite surprising

places, among an array of locations unique to higher education. Moreover, the conflicts can

often become rapidly escalated, intensified, and violent. Such activity, embedded in daily talk,

needs to he clearly interpreted as violent in the sense of consolidation and displacement of

individuals in and around entrenched authority positions. In this organisational clamour, it is

not useful, therefore, to go searching for clear boundaries around sampled decisions.

Discussion needs now to reconsider these realities.

Theoretical realignment, in this study, hinges upon two pairs of ideas. These are

rigidity or fixity and fluidity or resurgence. Study outcomes apply them to, or withhold them
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from, certain categories of ideas in tl-c field of inquiry. Such understandings !eed an

abundance of detail about inli gmants' talk and social settings. They derive from interpretation

and analysis of field work dat.a. Thes.r coalesce, ultimately, to Corm the new picture of

decisions and decision making in this higher education unit.

As with much theory given else\ yhere, the process uses analogy and metaphor to try to

bring out details of interplay between .ory and data. In such ways, 161lowing Crail) (1981),

the new point of view takes in both pain of ideas. Rigidity/ fixit y attaches to social structure.,

and fluidity/ resurgence, to decisions and decision making. Such ideas will now be applied to a

range of aspects central to the field of inquiry. Since inquiry in this study often centres upon

social relations in decision making, th► new ideas will sometimes look like they are " not

available to the agents themselves" (Crai ), p. _ In that sense, discussion in this chapter will,

from time to time, appear alienated lion) reality. We may note, however, that this is an

essential element of theoretical elaboration about relationships in social settings. Two

dimensions make up this new uundersh nding. and the rollowing section discusses them in

sequence, The first addresses decisions per se, the second, decisions and decision making in

social context.

Decisions per se anti Decision Making,

Beginning with decisions per se, we can say much about the old okays in which they

were perceived. People spoke about them, and researched into them, as discrete items

available for detailed listing. Researchets set out to map them, tracing their origins or birth in

ideas located in time and space. In time, their domain became distinguished from that or

implementation. I or they became ar elacts of the research process in their own right: a

dangerous outcome Isar adequate understamling in any field ot inquiry. Artefacts of the

research process are an outcome, held to be counter productive. \.vhen conclusions can be

traced back as outcomes of the research method chosen, and not the data gathered for

inquiry. Ill practical work settings, acacemics frequently assume ownership of decisions and

decision making as central to the process. The term blueprint may arise in discussions and

proposals. This assumes that itemised details in decision making may be fixed in place liar

I ransier .across parts of the organisatiot Such assumptions, always seductively acce p table in
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talk around a table, are dangerous for economy of organisational resources. It would he

tedious to go on to build illustrative detail in support of these points. Documents circulating in

committees and forums throughout the higher education system may be found to contain

many examples of such characteristics attached to decisions and decision making.

Present study outcomes, by contrast, point to decisions per se as very different from

this. They more resemble intermittently perceivable points upon waves on a sea of change.

Here, research talk departs from commonplace talk about the subject of study. The artefact

has suddenly disappeared, for it is being replaced by an idea more fitted to the new under-

standings. At this point we need to remember how even the commonplace term " sunset" can

be questioned, if perceived as an artefact. Poets and lovers may well talk about the beauties

of sunsets, but they need also to be understood as " horizon risings". The new term, awkward

and confronting as it may sound, may be used, at least to a give to a child, some clear idea

about the earth's rotation and their own location in the process. Scientific understanding

requires a new language, born of more useful ideas.

Wich such provisos made clear, we may now go on to say much more about decisions

per se. like pinnacle points upon waves on a sea of change, they may remain regnant for a

moment, they may threaten for a moment, even appear awesome for a moment. However

vividly they may appear in the mind's eye, we need always to understand how they transmit

their influence as overriding meanings in widely elaborated meaning systems. They may

enforce concern, then go on to enforce their application, hut they will inevitably then be lost

from view in the ebb and flow that follows. This loss may often occur before their effective

application. Universal futility is avoided, for this idea, if it is kept in mind that the decisional

points upon these waves transmit their likenesses in further pinnacles that take over beyond

their own influence. It needs also be kept in mind that the influential distance seems limited.

To carry the image further, decisional points may rise to a crescendo, subside down again

upon an easy swell, or drift away out of sight and seem to become lost in immeasurable calm.

Turning now to decisions and decision making in social context, we now may also say

much about the old ways in which these were perceived. Decisions and decision making were

held to he fixed in place by contract and set in concrete by consent. From this imposing

position, it was typically held that they were not open to change through later arguments.

Decisions firmed up in such ways were meant to maintain a fixed form and content against

changing social relations. To assume so, is to see fluidity in social relations, a fallacy exposed
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by outcomes from this study. Inevitably. in research, this view was hound 10 itce diffieuHes

centred upon certain social facts. People. and the groups they comprise, operate in enforced

coaliCons. This means that they live through Jie bulk or their daily. working lives in and

among groups that are not of their own choosing. This difficulty becomes further compound-

ed by the fact that these coalitions and conditions are constantly subject to changes t..iat arc

often beyond the control of any one individual or. group. An administrator newly appointed

finds the social reality different further a ong, in time.. The administrator herself undergoes

change in outlook and ideology. New realty no longer resembles the old reality.

Maintaining fixity, or rigidity, in so-called authorised decisions. becomes r

especially When those decisions have been brought forward to try to govern circumstances field

sacrosanct. A case in point is given by th,:‘.: imposition, in higher education, to reduce Funding

by 3 percent per war, to try to get academics to work towards bringing in more consultancy

money. Will this decision stand up ove- the next three years? Will someone's lob finally

disappear because of non compliance"? Might the decision lapse, and, if so, what was its status

in the system when it was supposedly Halised .? Was it a false decision, a non-decision, a

mirage decision, or just a Vt, ask, of time'? Again, examples in support of these points may be

found throughout the higher education vstent. Reviews ofdocunteats in higher education

give evidence of this idea that decision making is held to begin, make progress, ard reach

finalisation, in fixed stages and points in time. Such documents arise from committees

covering strategic planning, quality auditing and review, and course accreditation, to name a

few. They typically give evidence of this notion that decision making is held to begin, progress.

and reach finalisation, in fixed stages and scheduled points.

Present study outcomes, again, by contrast, now question these assumptions, in truing to

bring dearer understandings of the process. Rigidity and fixity are terms better employed to

characterse attributes of the social strut Lire, not decisions and decision making. Ri,idities

soda structure enforce fluidity and resurlence in decisions and decision making.

How is this process typically carried out? Within the EDI) unit., as confirmed above in

interpretation and analysis of data, acalemics making decisions ran their programs around

ideologies that were either articulated tit detail or assumed in the background. These were

made available to be brought into the light through research inquiry. Polar opposite con-

structs.. employed in interview transcr i pt anaysis, etched in useful detail. 'l'hc ethod of

research became indispensable for the outcome of the research Such ideologies as were



brought into the light, were seen to firm up conflict positions around issues perceived at

certain points in time and circumstance. Thematic analysis of key constructs allowed this to he

observed and logically interpreted. There, regnant pinnacle points of meaning were seen to

assemble around points of conflict. Nascency, fluidity, resurgence, and mutually supportive

substance were identified as defining characteristics of these items. Conflict, under these

circumstances, drove the process towards seemingly inevitable outcomes that were dual by

nature: authority in social settings was either taken, or given; there were no compromises.

Program direction, decisional sway, and recruitment to new coalitions, are more clearly

understood considering this duality in outcomes: the question of whose ideas or programs

took, maintained, or gave the running at any given point in time and circumstance. New

theoretical outcomes from this study centre upon decisions and decision making by academics

in this small unit. We may now use such ideas to " specify in more detail the causal processes

at work and the situations in which causal mechanisms come into operation" (Craib, p. 26).

Clark's Propositions

It is time now to turn to re--examine certain key views of Burton Clark. How may

these be given a useful reinterpretation, considering the currently developing point of view?

Again, following Craib (1984), discussion needs to keep to a clear sense of purpose in theory.

As Craib states, "It is not just a matter of specifying underlying structures, ... since the theory

must offer an explanation -- in other words, it must have some conception of cause" (p. 24). So

this section needs to go well beyond the suggestion that something causes something else.

Discussion must also stipulate how that causal process is working out in practice (p. 24). The

central task of this section, then, is to try to show how study outcomes renew certain key ideas

raised in background theory. This entails detailed discussion, not of the whole corpus of

Clark's work, but of certain key ideas selected because they closely relate to research problems

and study outcomes.

Clark's point that " structure grants and withholds voice" is now better explained. The

idea, as given in the source, does not sufficiently elaborate how this may be seen to go beyond

" top down" understandings (Bachrach and Baratz, 1962, pp. 947-952, in Clark, 1983a, pp. 107--

108; and see above, pp. 49-50, listed theoretical propositions). The remark might be taken, by
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many reade rs, lot the suggestion that to levels of structure typically take the running: a

dangerous idea l'or understanding what goes on i n higher education. For it may be recalled

how Clark saw the " fundamental task" as setting out to "discern broad patterns of legitimate

power, minority rooted in the dominant locations of certain groups" (Clark I 983a, p. 107).

Such broad patterns demand inquiry into more (hail just, how leaders at Ihe top retain their

respective positions. Patterns of dominance amo ig groups and sub--groups become the object

of inquiry. Academics exercise dominance in a bewildering range of directions. Follov+ting the

present study, we can now see how the st a tement. remains true in such broadly defined terms.

We may now consider how all people, in all tiers, give voice to their concerns. but only from

within social structures that are not of their own dio)sing.

Also we can now go be yond this to be able to see how such voices may build their

power within their own small circles of nfluence. Furthermore, we can also see how that

ossified influence may often then turn , face towards other structures, in any one of many

directions up, down, sidewa ys, also towards Coreground and background matters. Perhaps

structuring should not be taken as two-dimensionalawring from bottom to top or from top to

bottom. Perhaps we need to see struct ire in more multi-dimensional terms, with units of

structure arrayed on separate levels, but also with movement between foreground and back-

ground dimensions of the imagined strui;tural complex. 1..Ipper levels may seek to influence

lower levels at the front, and vice-eels ‘ i, but each may miss out by not directing influence

towards background dimensions operating at each level. Within background dimensions of

structure, influence might go on between the jets, but out of sight. privately.

The new picture given by studv outcomes. to see decisions as regnant points of

meaning. intermittently a' work within rigidl y held social settings, enabled us to s,:!e more

clearly how Clark's " structure" both "gra Ns and withholds voice". We have already seen how

this process works in broad terms, even i i the most socially confined situations. The process is

often tier removed from committee tables, wh'iete, it is typically asserted, deep strategy is most

likely to be worked out. Against this latter view. it has been shown how strategic process takes

place even within individual staff and student interchanges;' within cultural sub-groups

'Appendix Two: Interview Transo ipts, p, 282, "IG.37) When students approach rre now

for	 "



identified among students: 2 and within politically active groups competing for ownership of

tutoring programs'. Strangely, not the students, but the tutors, the putatively dominant group,

in one scenario, set out to reverse the order of authority. They did this, it seems, in the

interests of escalation of rewards and facilities both for themselves, and for their students (see

above, Chapter Seven).

Clark's point that ". . professional and scholarly expertise confers a crucial and

distinctive kind of authority . _ ", is further explained in detail by study outcomes given in this

report. More particularly, Clark, in this important remark, uses the word " some" to qualify

the nature of dominance typically felt where expertise runs its course (Clark, 1983a, p 108,

citing Moodie, 1976). Following the present study, it is now necessary to consider using the

term "absolute" to qualify the nature of dominance arising from expertise. Also, it is necessary.

to go On to consider voluntary subjugation in absolutist terms as well. This latter point raises a

further broad question.

Previous discussion of power and dominance in organisations neglected to consider

how incumbents will voluntarily submit to the dominance of others. They frequently do this in

the interests of perceived organisational, and/or personal, progress. Much discussion in the

literature seems to have centred upon openly and vigorously contested power and authority,

with little attention given to how and why people will frequently step aside to allow others to

take the running. Study outcomes provide instances from data analysis that now support this

need to try to take in a more complex view. There are many ways in which professional

expertise may be seen to confer distinctive forms of dominance in and between groups and

sub--groups in higher education systems and units. Taking account of such ways now enables

us to both extend, and further elaborate, certain strong theoretical points in Clark's work.

Dominance and its Distinctive Kinds of Authority. Beyond pointing to the process as

outlined in the interpretation and analysis passages cited above, little now needs to be said, just

to list its features. First, the process is long. For it incorporates ideologies that may run

deeply back into the past of actors. As three illustrations among many, we may note the

'Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, p. 248 " ID 111 . _ so I think we played a part
there in establishing a network of students."

Appendix Two: Interview Transcripts, pp. 280-2, 1G 31-G 361 . : I, the perceived conflict
between Nursing, Physics, and the ED!).
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apparent logical distance between construct Reins discussed at A6-1-X (Informant A), (.121X

(Informant C.;), OX (Inimmant I)), at d ()the items, linked to these, within their respective

social settings; such logical distance masking, the underlying interconnections revealed only

through closer study. Secondly, and significantl y for this study, the process is deeply decisional

by nature: for it underpins and directs energies released in the interests °f action choice.

Thirdly. the process is grounded in nn,tually generative regnancy among construct items

revealed, above. in presentation, inte fly-elation , and analysis of data. The interconnecting

causal and referential logic between iwnis is often located deep in the social setting, and

hidden from view, without deep interpretation and analysis. Finally, the process seems held in

place within rigidly formed dimensions o social structure. These are observable only through

the paraphernalia of construct analysis e mployed in this study. So the process is evident. It

extends and elaborates Clark's point of vew about the distinctive nature of authority in higher

education. and how it is exercised.

DIscretion and its Attributes. Stt.dy outcomes also further elaborate Clark's point that

" there is much discretion at the bottom of systems and units". U nlike the conferral of

authority by professional expertise, best considered as a process, discretion needs to be

considered as an idea.. What, 'NC now need to ask, are key attributes of examples supporting

this idea, and where may they be observed? They may now be seen as attributes of decisional

patterns showing distincri yely fluid Corn s that proceed within structured social interchange.

One central idea in socialisation theory holds that outcomes as settlement into patterns of

social structure, though rigidly held, brill g, paradoxically, freedom for individuals and groups.

This point may well confuse lay observe is, who, approaching a higher education system, look

for, and expect to find, varieties of rampant and widespread academic freedom. " Ungovern-

able" is a term frequently used to chara lerise the academic world. They may well miss the

mark in this respect: for freedom is not licence.

Chapter Sewn, above, has discus-;ed ways in which interview transcript construct items,

and their polar opposite constructs, may be seen to be cross-referring between each other: how

the drive to stop students making unreasonable demands upon time and resources, also drives

the 'need to have students themselves clarify their own roles and recurrent study practices.

Discretion at this point, whether practis(sd by academie staff or cooperating student. appears



resurgently fluid due to this peculiarly long ranging cross-referral between construct items

brought forward in the setting.

Fixity, rigidity, and bounded content, attached as attributes to decisions and decision

maldng, seem to distort Clark's idea of discretion at the bottom of systems and unhs. If

boundaries are thick around both social structural and decisional units, where and how, then,

may discretion be exercised? Once decisions are authorised, and set in place, application only

should then take over. Such predictable order is not the picture arising from this study. By

contrast, fluidity, resurgence, and strategic interchangeability, attached as attributes to decisions

and decision making, further elaborate Clark's idea of discretion at the bottom. Again,

discretion, in this context, does not mean freedom or licence. It draws more meaning from

deep running ideologies. These draw out long tenuous trails of interconnected meanings in

the decisional process, many of them hidden from view, even to the actors themselves. Clark

was, no doubt, aware of this process. What this study has achieved is to show one way of

mapping out, in detail. how such processes operate. Where may actors turn their faces to

support their ideologies? In what directions, and with what sorts of expressions, do they

tTically drive their programs? Such questions now become points of inquiry that need to be

taken up in future studies of this kind.

Parallels Between Loose Cowling, and Balkanised Authorities. Study outcomes also

elaborate Clark's point that " the loose coupling noted in the division of work also has its

parallel in balkanised authorities within systems and units" (see above, Figure Fourteen, p. 137,

and see also C)ark, 1983a, p, 132). They now go on to explain how, and by what extended

processes, such authorities finally become entrenched. We can also now see how this point

given by Clark strangely approaches logical inconsistency, unless it is further qualified. For the

idea opposes the next point that "there is much that trickles upwards through systeins and

units and happens by slow accretion". This latter remark suggests that substances move across

boundaries between the balkanised authorities. Such substances must not be just assumed,

they need to be identified and explained. Furthermore, these two points also interact with a

third. " Prolessionalisation of bureaucrats" relates to " layers of coordination above the institu-

tional level". From this he concludes how " such staffs are notoriously removed from faculty

and especially from students" (Clark, 1983a, p. 149). Such remarks seem to mitigate against

"trickle up" ideas. In what ways do study outcomes rectify this apparent theoretical problem?
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Clark's ideas drew our attention to the pm' harly entrenched nature of the higher

education system. His work successfully warned us against taking too much for granted about

the governability of such a professionally autonomous network. Study outcomes flow give an

important idea in qualification of his balkanised terrain. This is the idea that decisions are

regnant points of meaning that are only intermittently at work within rigidly held social

settings. By contrast, this suggests that they may not be readily assumed as permanently at

work, following their Finalisation, nor rigidly held in place within fluid or resurgent social

settings. F'or such an idea, though widespread in daily talk and decisional documentation, now

becomes a fallacy that masks We reality.

DUAL RATIONALITY TI! NOR Y

Whereas Allison (1969; 1971). Braybrooke and Lindblom (1963), and Lindblom

(1959), saw the lone decision maker a ,; central; and Levine (1950) saw matters as more

organisationally oriented; I Iickson et al (1986a) tried to combine elements from a range of

perspectives. In trying to build a process approach to understandings, their model of decision

making separates two levels of operation: organisational and decisional (p. 166). Present study

outcomes note problems from this point on in their exposition. ToT Decisions puts forward a

chronological bias at the heart of the decision making process. Linearity in decisions per se,

and in decision making, drives this point of view. Decisions and decision making show certain

problematic features. They contain clear v bounded content, display points of initialisation and

finalisation, and have their substantive existence stored and filed in drafts, memos, position

statements. and development plans. Am►ws employed in their diagrammatic model show that

standard operating procedures make up background against which the real thing gets under

way: decision making.

Perhaps this arrangement of diagrammatic units is unfortunate. A circular orientation

in the diagram might improve it. Thi!, would show that all three influences can operate

independently. They can impose upon both decisions per se or tide decision making process.,

in oscillation, or in variable scales of ii fluence, at any point in the process (II ickson et al,

p. 166). As further exposition of their a rgument shows, however, such an attempt to improve

matters by restoring independence anion,/ variables undermines their general theory.
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In this model, decision makers oscillate between poles of concentration. A dual

rationality theory sees decisional activity switching between problem-directed and interest--

directed centres of influence. This point of view assumes that organisational interests, Allison's

standard operating procedures, do not direct the decision making. Instead, organisational

interests are seen as laying down the ground rules against which the decisions are

con.cidered. This point remains highly problematic for the present study context. Further,

the model assumes that the decisional problem is coextensive with rational complexity, and

that this latter point works to the exclusion of complexity. Against this view, present

study outcomes assert that political complexity may well form a "decisional problem" in its

own righL, and that discussion needs to address this aspect or decision making activity

(pp. 167.3).

Discussion needs to underline problematic assumptions behind certain wordings

employed in the text. The 1011owing illustrates the chronologically prior position given to the

rational, as opposed to the political, in arguments made:

Thus, as managers deal with the greater or lesser politicality of the decision-set

implicated in a topic, influencing its interests and being influenced by thein, they

build up a decision making process for reasons different to the solving of problems.
}{..1 just as much inherent in the decision making (p. 168 'emphases added1).

Rational complexity is now seen as a kind of ur-complexity. It resides in the intellectual

background afibrded by any suggested decision. As such, it connotes a pure limn of being at

the heart of decision making, laid down at the beginning. This intellectual phenomenon,

comprising the rationally conceived decisional complex, " the solving of problems'', takes prime

position in the process. For I Iickson at, interests are only "implicated in a topic", they are

not the decisional topic, they tag along afterwards:

Sources are approached not only for information but to ensure that a decision is

compatible with their interests (p. 168).

We may accept that this practice frequently occurs. Such approaches do not, however, cover

all of the possible territory. They do not cover it like Allison's initial assumptions about how

the political form of logic may well stand on its own.
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Political Dimensions

I nadequately, the picture that I I i ckson et al present here excludes occasions when

actors see decisional problems as politic I problems. The point reaches well beyond seeing

political problems implicated in, or grovNing out of, decisional complexities he' idas rational

complexities, " the solving of problems". Theory needs to cover settings where alliance and

accord make up the nature of the decisional problem(s) in hand. Decision makers omen see

organisational progress as based upon movement from one political situation (pa) to another

(pb) through a piece of political logic (p:,. py, pz). This process arguably excludes what may

pass 'for the purely rationally initialised complexity as it is being set out in the Hickson eLal

picture (from ra to rb through rx, ry, rz).

Bringing the argument along noix to the " committeed" settings endemic iv higher

education:

Committees meet not only to pool what the members kenokeno but also to allow their
interests to be voiced (p. 168).

Certain questions need to be raised against this implication now traced for higher education

settings. Where are circumstances covered in which committees meet only for solving

problems of interest? 11 ow may such theory fit this sort of activit y'

Study outcomes compiled from the present context affirm how, in higher education,

much political decision making is mule(' on in purely political terms. Analysis in this report

has constantly needed to address accounts by informants that incorporate construct stems of

ideology. They often hold such points ot . ideology very strongly. informants in this study have

based them upon what pinnacle points of meaning they have brought forward in complex

arrays of construct items. They have also based their points of ideology upon ideas that go

unremarked by them. This they do, either for gaining a sharper profile in an articulated

position, or for emphasis upon what th,y wish to avoid in decisional action. The following

remark dravvs attention to the logic of organisational ambiguity. This needs now to be set

aside, because it fails to account for the many ‘Aiays in which actors can advance orgLnisations

in a range of directions:
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Reports are prepared not only to inform and recommend hut also to advance an

interested viewpoint. This is because the objectives of interests are anS\NCIS already

there awaiting a question to arise which they will then conveniently fit (p. 168),

Such logic is insufficiently penetrative of the absolute "cutthroat" realities that often prevail in

higher education settings. These frequently entail displacement of persons, groups, ideas, and

programs in the progress of the organisation. Such progress, it needs to be understood, can

result in organisational advancement or decline.

As we shall see, further along in this discussion. Hickson et al dilute the power or

dialectical conflict theory. They do this, when, citing Cyert and March (1963), they argue how

only " quasi-resolution of conflicts" prevail. They see that this causes only " superficial" or

"temporary reconciliation" between interests assumed to be engaged in complexities inherent

in problem resolution. The present thesis rejects this notion of "quasi-resolution" of conflict.

in contrast, it favours ideas of "deep conflict". r rhey are more typically preserved and held

over indefinitely. This study has tried to put to use the strictures of dialectical conflict theory

in the service of a more dynamic social and cultural critique. For the idea of conflict

resolution is anathema to properly formulated dialectical conflict theory. Conflicts, once

openly, deeply and honestly engaged, are never resolved. Once engaged, their outcomes

typically lay new grounds for further conflict. Discussion needs to see how remorseless this

logic becomes. When theory accepts such assumptions, they must not be watered doom again

in theory. Their testing out requires adequately conducted research process before final

judgements made about them.

The Standard Operating Procedure 

Organisation, fOr Hickson et al, is based upon " rules of the game" (pp. 189-94):

For decision-making, an organisation is the rules of the game. It is the ruling frame

work governing both process and outcome (p. 191) 'emphasis in original'.

Such a statement appears doubtful, for it is too inclusive. What about standard operating

procedures, as when a group or individual may make use of one for personal or political
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purposes'? In this sense., actors ma y b( ak some very fundamental rules of the game, and

cause unexpected change. In higher education, such a course ()faction reniain likely.

Perhaps this contrast unde dines a corporative bias in the Bradford Studies materials,

R esearch has neglected inquiry into examples of standard operating procedures to underline

the arguments put forward.

Ideas about " rules ol the game" raise more than mere questions of " interest units"

(p. 191). This is because anydecision making issues, centred upon standard operating

procedures, raise more than just the nature of relations between units. They raise tangible

routines: where one goes to fill in a Corm, how one gets reactions to assignment work,

commands required to run programs or a computer, whose turn it is to man an enrolment

desk„ These are typical among the standard operating procedures used in higher education.

'Fo A one can say: " We can't s:)end it on that. I will need the dean's signature"

(implying, by tone of voice, that the dean will not give it, as a standard operating procedure).

To 13 one can say: " We can spend it on that. I will just get the dean's signature on it"

(implying that the dean will give it, as a standard operating procedure). Both remarks appeal

to a standard operating procedure (the it, 'in requires the dean's signature). Either can mask a

setting that bristles with political import. Each may show how a standard operating; procedure

can become elevated or lowered in impo-tance in the interests of a political cause. What have

the H ickson Quii ideas about an underlyng interest relation to say about the research issue in

this kind of case? Where may we go to find the substantive grounds for the " rules of the

game" based upon standard organisation I process? If such grounds may be shifted in political

manoeuvring, then there is no basis for such a stable " rules of the game" background to

decision making.

Dual rationality theory is insu I ficient for the settings reviewed in this study. As

discussion has outlined above, Hickson iiI saw problem complexity (rational e•Kplanation)

and politicality (political bargaining) as two key ideas found universally interactive in decision

making (see above, p. 47). They reintrcduced Allison's organisational process as part of the

background, and not the foreground, context, of decision making. This move raises. however, a

further problem. Their theory has no made it clear whether such influence lakes place

before, during, or after decision maker; raise the " matter for decision". For this question

must he addressed. If the influence is before the raising of the matter for decision, then it may

well drive the process, and not just function as a background or ground rules for the process.
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Research Site Differentials

Perhaps this problem arises from the kind of research that the Bradford Studies team

was trying to accomplish. They case studied decisions taken by teams at the top. Perhaps a

SC Ilse o I orga n isa t io nal process as " rules of the game" pervaded the formal ised senior

executive contexts in which they researched. Their executive decision makers, they round,

exercised a " malleable constrained domination" (p. 94). By contrast, in the present study, a

lone researcher was exploring a very different cultural context. Higher education units are

unique in the sense that conflict seems much more ideologically turbulent and individualised

in its directions and purpose.

Perhaps this research site differential now demands that some directed research be

conducted among the Bradford Studies research team itself. This needs to be done before

members become too disbanded, to try to find out more about the sociocultural context in

which they carried out their work. One possible corollary not considered is the degree to

which FE ickson's " rules of the game" (organisational process) may influence the developing

decision both belbre and after its finalisation. If so, this might change the logical status of

such an influence. instead of acting as a backdrop against which decisional action takes place,

organisational " rules of the game" might get reinstated as a tbreground theoretical element in

its own right. Present study outcomes improve upon this potential confusion in discussion.

Seeing decisions as resurgent pinnacle points of meaning, only intermittently at work

within rigidly held units of social structure, helps to restore theory to tripartite status. A more

balanced point of view requires this triple rationality. H ickson's " rules of the game", " com-

plexity", and " politicality", may all remain usefully emplowd within the body of new theoretical

directions emerging from the present study. They need to be recognised as operating within

their three independent domains of analysis, not partially conflated, as in Top Decisions.

Moreover, they need to be seen as independently influential: simultaneously so, not piecemeal.

FURTHER CASE STUDY RESEARCH

Study outcomes compiled in this report stress two sides to the question about further

work upon single complex decision processes in higher education settings. First, there is the

18?



question about seeking new openings for reworking the present study outcomes. They have

stressed the need .( .)r turning away from set-tled practice. New ideas have been developed and

applied to the field work setting. Fixity ind rigidity were attached to social structure and

withheld from decisions and decision making. These ideas have brought out new ways for

understanding. Commentary has also developed the obverse pattern. Fluidity arid resurgence

were attached to decisions and decision mtking and withheld from social structure.

Approaches to research on decis'on making have been far too confident about the

substantive realities under study. Researchers have assumed the following doubtful proposi-

tion: if decisions infuse the daily terminologies recorded among actors, then they must exist

substantively in the organisational setting. Typically, this has meant the documents on file and

the surface assumptions and talk related to them. Yet such presuppositions have been

seriously called into question by the pr( sent study. Perhaps the study goes too far in this

direction. Further study might require a different direction. Perhaps the same study needs to

be undertaken in a new and similar setting so that outcomes may be tested and possible

adjustments worked into place. In odic r words, this points towards an identical follow-up

study. This is the case for " yes" along onc side of the future research work problem. Proceed

with further similar research work throu.h inquiries based upon established presuppositions

about the realities projected upon decisions and decision making. The viewpoint here

develops from a search for moderating irrerpretations to put upon the present study outcomes.

As such, this program will seek to test out limits for the new generalisations that haw already

served to test out the generalisations that were originally selected for study.

Second, there is the question about taking the present study outcomes as substantive

warnings against further similar work. The present report has compiled abundant data related

to old assumptions. Sampled decisions and interview transcripts have taken up in Lich time and

textual space. The question about an e:,tended pile sort has been raised concerning sampled

decisions on note cards. This material now begins to look outmoded. It displays residues

from research mistakes that served well in exposing prior research work weaknesses. These

now belong in the past. This is the cast for " no". In future work, a new imperative rules: to

depart well away from inquiries based upon established ideas about research on decision

making in the field. If present study ou.comes have successfully confirmed futilities grounded

in searching out discrete decisions, with their related decision making, then stop trying to do
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that at this point. This viewpoint marks the beginning Ibr a new direction in research on

decisions and decision making in higher education units.

There is, however, a third viewpoint that faces this emerging problem. The researcher

may case study selected complex decision processes from across a range of higher education

settings. Comparative outcomes from these studies could then be used to bring detailed

commentary to bear upon present study outcomes. This may prove useful, since the research

work would break new ground in trying to understand decisions and decision making. Such

further work may keep to ideas about fixity and rigidity attached to social settings through

dialectical conflict theory. This can continue to form the background ibr understanding fluidity

and resurgence in decisional meanings. Significant progress upon the current study outcomes

may be achieved through such an extended study. bringing more comparative depth to the

discussion.

Complex decision processes selected tor such comparative case studies might be found

in a range of higher education settings. These might take in academic and non-academic

settings, upper and lower levels in decision making swems, strategic and non-strategic matters

taken up •tbr decision, long-term and short term decision making scenarios. How might actors'

perceptions, about similar decisional matters studied in other settings, relate to outcomes from

the current setting? How might they depart from, and contrast yvith, current study outcomes?

Outcomes from such a later study might then be usefully applied to assess validity in the

current outcomes.
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